
Aurora-your expert helmet, Alibaba suitable vendor.
     -BIKE helmet for sale with good quality

 

Personized parts

Can we accpet the personalized component helmet based on their favorite,
without the additional costs and open a new form.

http://www.helmetsupplier.com/news.html




Product description

 

Model No. AU-B091 BICYCLE HELMET For SALE
Material In the EPS liner forms & PC shell  
Certification CE, CPSC, 
The vents 24 ventilation
The color of the PANTONE
Size/head circumference M/L (54-58 cm); L/XL (58-62)
The weight of the 190 g
Time pattern working day 3-7
Minimum order quantity 2000pcs
Details of the package Color box packaging, custom packaging based on accept 1000pcs

 

Detail of a photo on a bike helmet for sale: 

http://www.helmetsupplier.com/products/backpack-laptop-bag-business-bag-sports-bag-docume.htm














Our system of QC/QA



Internal test laboratory





Information about the company





 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

 1. Do you offer OEM Service ?  

We accept OEM orders for all of our Helmets productIon lines, including the logo
and the designation of the client. After many years of research and development,
we are confident that we can meet all Your requirements. We They also have a
strong capacity for research and development just tell us your ideas, our R & D

http://www.helmetsupplier.com/


team can turn your idea InTo in Concrete products and help you pass the relative
test standards, Make sure the smoothly and serial production, It will help you to
achieve the maximization of profit.

 

2. do you offer ODM services?  

Yes For the needs of different customers, we usually reinvest 20% of our annual
revenue for the development of a new product. Supported by a team of 15-20
highly qualified engineers to design and develop new public forms each season.
About 5 to 6 new models are released every month, that always becoming more
and more popular after the start.  

 

3. You can add to the order a small amount? Yes, we keep some of the
inventory complete with color ways to meet the needs of diversity We can accept
blend colors with a small amount ofy.

4. What is your Sample policy ? 

 

offer samples according to requirements of clients charged. The samples will
be shipped to you in the framework of the 24 hours After order confirmation (if
without any logo). The samples are delivered by couriers with freight collect.

 

5. How to guarantee the clients are interested in?  

 

We have 360 the degree of ensure policy:

and after the approval of the sample., than submit your order and pay for the
deposit we welcome you to visit our factory, we are sure that you will be greatly
impressed with what we have and what we can do.

(b). in delivery, we support our clients to ensure the third party to check the quality
of the goodsIf the mass production is not the same as the approved sample, we
take full responsibility. 

(c) if we ship in a timely manner., it will be your loss.  

   

http://www.helmetsupplier.com/


We must honor all clients every clients can enjoy our VIP services at any time.  

  

6. You can do your own packaging for your product?   

full face

Yes, you can print a color box with your logo and Your local language.

 

7. What is the shipping method to offer? 

 

And for the Sample you order, we use a courier service DHL, UPS, TNT, FEDEX,
EMS. DHL is our priority. Are you It can also arrange the pick for the
transmission goods from the us. We also the recipient of the goods through China
post for Brazil and Russia, the customers, it's easy to clear customs.

(B) for the huge contract. maritime transport is the best choice.  


